As a method that does not require additional cost, precipitation measurement by microwave links (MLs) has quickly attracted the attention of experts in meteorological, hydrological, and other related fields, of which wet-dry classification by MLs is one of the most important methods. Considering that existing commercial MLs are usually single-path, single-polarization, or low-frequency MLs, this paper uses the C-band ML and analyzes the variation in the receive signal level (RSL) of the C-band ML under the conditions of no rain, drizzle, light rain, and moderate rain. e RSL data are analyzed at different time scales by using long short-term memory (LSTM) network techniques, and then the method for distinguishing parts of the precipitation period by using the RSL from low-frequency MLs is proposed and validated. e results show that wet-dry classification is ideal. e accuracy on each day was higher than 60%, and some days had accuracies that were even higher than 98%. MLs below 10 GHz also had the potential to monitor ground rainfall.
Introduction
e accurate measurement of the intensity and spatial distribution of precipitation is of great significance for meteorology-related fields. In areas with complex terrain and uneven precipitation distribution, the influences of the spatial and temporal distributions of precipitation on mountain flood warnings and urban flood forecasting cannot be ignored. For mountains, cities, and forest areas, weather stations are sparsely distributed, and there may be a lack of dedicated rain measurement equipment. In 2006, Messer et al. [1] proposed the use of widely distributed commercial microwave links (MLs) for precipitation measurement. e signal is attenuated by the precipitation particles along the propagation path, and the attenuation caused by precipitation has a power-law relationship with rain intensity. Rain-induced attenuation in commercial MLs can be used to inverse the precipitation information, which can lead to the development of a novel approach for precipitation measurement. As a method that does not require additional cost, precipitation measurement by MLs has quickly attracted the attention of experts in related fields. In recent years, the rain measurement technology using MLs has become more sophisticated, and many scholars from various countries have made remarkable progress [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Among the technical aspects of measuring precipitation using MLs, the wet-dry classification is one of the most important core technologies [6] . e wet-dry classification is usually used to identify the precipitation period based on the receive signal level (RSL) from the MLs. e attenuation of MLs can be categorized into two types: precipitation-induced attenuation (caused by raindrops, snowflakes, and other precipitation particles) and nonprecipitation-induced attenuation (caused by path fading, water vapor, and gas absorption). Nonprecipitation-induced attenuation is also called base attenuation when measuring precipitation by MLs; if the nonprecipitation-induced attenuation is mistakenly considered precipitation-induced attenuation, the rainfall intensity inversed by the attenuation of MLs tends to be overestimated. erefore, it is first necessary to eliminate the interference of nonprecipitation-induced attenuation and accurately extract precipitation-induced attenuation from MLs.
By using the differences in the RSL before and after precipitation to estimate the base attenuation of the precipitation period, attenuation during precipitation caused by other factors can be largely eliminated. erefore, the wet-dry classification is closely related to the calculation of base attenuation. ese two types of problems are collectively referred to as baseline estimation problems [7] . Based on the complex time distribution of the ML RSL, relevant scholars have carried out a series of studies on the baseline estimation problems. Leijnse et al. [8] summarized the signal characteristics of the precipitation period based on a large amount of data and set a threshold for the differentiation between wet and dry periods. To reduce the interference caused by complex uncertainties, Goldshtein et al. [9] used single-path multiband MLs to calculate accurate precipitation periods. Ruf et al. [10] used dual-polarized MLs to compare the signal characteristics of different levels of polarization to eliminate interference from nonprecipitation factors. Harel and Messer [11] used the likelihood ratio test to estimate the unknown parameters of the signal level to determine rain-induced attenuation.
However, the above research is all based on MLs with frequencies higher than 10 GHz, where rain-induced attenuation is higher. In fact, MLs with single-path, single-polarization, and low-frequency features occupy a very high proportion of the communication networks. For the lower frequency MLs, the precipitation-induced attenuation is lower than the attenuation at higher frequencies; therefore, the uncertainty in the signal transmission power, nonstationary noise, and other unstable factors will cause more errors in the precipitation measurements, especially for light rainfall.
erefore, it is more difficult to inverse the precipitation using low-frequency MLs. To promote the application of MLs with lower frequencies in precipitation measurements, this paper explores the C-band ML to distinguish rainy from dry periods.
In this paper, signal data are analyzed at various time scales and combined with the long short-term memory (LSTM) network. e experimental data are introduced in Section 2.
e classification strategy based on the RSL characteristics and the LSTM network model are discussed in Section 3. e results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 5.
Experimental Data
e experimental data were collected from commercial microwave equipment belonging to the Jiangsu Maritime Administration of China.
e frequency of the ML was 7.7 GHz.
e transmitting and receiving terminals were located at Yizheng (32.2522°N, 119.1410°E) and Qixia Mountain (32.1590°N, 118.9625°E), Nanjing, China. e length of the ML was 19.74 km. e data were the RSL at the receiving terminal, with a resolution of 0.1 dB, which can be recorded 11 times per minute; therefore, the temporal resolution was approximately 5.45 seconds. A tipping bucket rain gauge was located at the receiving terminal at Qixia Mountain to record the precipitation intensity.
e experiment was conducted from 1 November to 31 December 2018. No data were collected from 13 to 21
December 2018 because of equipment maintenance; therefore, 55 days of experimental data were collected. According to the results recorded by the rain gauge, except for rainfall on 3rd December reaching a rain rate of 36 mm/h, most of the precipitation was light rain, with a rain rate ≤12 mm/h. e geographical distribution of the MLs and the experimental equipment are shown in Figure 1 .
According to the original RSL data from the MLs under clear-sky conditions, the RSL showed complex temporal characteristics: three unique characteristics in total (Figure 2 ). First, there was a sudden interval change in the RSL, and the duration of the signal variation was less than 2 min. Second, the relevant parameters of the RSL changed over time. ird, the frequency and amplitude of noise had random variations over time.
Methods

Classification Strategy Based on Signal Attenuation
Characteristics.
e attenuation of the ML can be expressed as
where A(t) is the total attenuation (dB) of the ML, A B (dB) is the attenuation caused by nonprecipitation factors, and A R is the rain-induced attenuation. For the MLs with stable power and high frequency, the A R is very significant when precipitation occurs, and it is easy to distinguish rain-induced attenuation from the overall attenuation A. e RSL under clear-sky conditions is usually assumed to follow a stationary stochastic process, but it changes significantly when it rains. is experiment was conducted in winter when there was less precipitation in the Nanjing area. e number of days in which precipitation occurred was less than one-third of the total number of days, and the days were mainly categorized as light rain days. It is not ideal to use the raw RSL data to generate wet-dry classification. First, the ratio between the RSL data set under sunny conditions and the data set during the precipitation period is not coordinated, which may lead to the classification being biased towards no rain. Second, the experimental data selected in this paper have multiple time-scale disturbances, and the temporal distribution of the RSL contains rich information. e amplitude and attenuation of the RSL are affected by many factors. erefore, the signal data must be classified more finely. e information entropy was used to test the degree of abnormality of the signals on each day at the same time scale. e RSL data were divided into the following groups: −40 to −42 dBm, −42 to −44 dBm, −44 to −46 dBm, −46 to −48 dBm, and −48 to −50 dBm. e probability of occurrence of each interval was taken as P i (i � 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
erefore, the information entropy of the signal data on each day was [12] 
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Taking the RSL for the sampling period of 15 min as an example, Figure 3 shows the information entropy and standard deviation distribution on rainy days (red dots) and rainless days (blue dots) from 1st November to 3rd December. In general, the disturbance of the rainy-day signal is large, and the signal contains more information. However, there are still days when the signal changes abnormally. Signal disturbances on parts of the rainy days are not signi cant and vary. Some of the rainless-day signals are disturbed, and the change is signi cant. ese anomalous data will cause great interference for the wet-dry classi cation.
e classi cation process in this paper is shown in Figure 4 . First, we set the labels for each day according to the information entropy, standard deviation, and whether the day was rainy/rainless. en, we used the trained LSTM network to obtain classi ers that determine whether there is rain on a certain day. Finally, the LSTM sequence-to-sequence classication method was used to train the rainy-day data to obtain classi ers that identify rainfall periods of rainy days.
LSTM Network Model.
Many previously classi ed algorithms require the data features to have obvious boundary areas in the Euclidean space. However, the data used in this paper, similar to most signal sequences, had continuous variations and unstable random disturbances. It is very di cult to obtain the features from these data that meet the necessary conditions. In this paper, the LSTM algorithm derived from the recurrent neural network (RNN) algorithm, which is sensitive to continuous changes in data, was used as the basic classi er [13] . e construction of such algorithmic neurons relies on the input of the current network layer and contains hidden information from the previous layer. In this way, a temporally sensitive feature of the continuity sequence can be obtained. e LSTM algorithm introduces LSTM modules based on the RNN. When processing the time series, the algorithm is not a ected by the time scale of the variation. is has a great advantage when solving the problems of time-series classi cation.
In this paper, the LSTM model was used to determine the di erences in RSL characteristics between precipitation and nonprecipitation periods; these RSLs were classi ed as dry or wet. x t indicates the signal feature quantity at time t.
e forward-propagating model contains hidden state 
where σ is the sigmoid function. We let V be the output weight and then output the predicted value y as
e weight parameter W(U) and the offset amount b at each moment are determined by backpropagation. e loss function is a cross entropy function [14] :
en, the gradient term for each weight parameter is
e gradient term for each offset is
Classification Results
Rainy-Day/Rainless-Day Classification Effects
. is section uses the data from 1st November to 30th November to train a classifier that distinguishes between rainy and rainless days. e December data were used as test data to evaluate the classifier's results. To analyze the overall change in each day's signal, we set the sampling period to 15 min. A total of 96 continuous RSL samples were obtained per day. To retain more information about the signal, a standard deviation of 15 min was used as the second set of training data, and the 30-day data were divided into 30 sets of data with a step size of 24 h. In this section, 30 sets of data were given four label types: 1 means no rain and normal data, 2 means no rain and abnormal data, 3 means rain and abnormal data, and 4 means rain and normal data. We determined whether each signal was normal using information entropy and standard deviations. For rainy days, the days when the information entropy was ≥0.6 and the standard deviation was ≥0.5 indicated that the signal was normal, and the opposite occurred for abnormal rainy days. For rainless days, the days when the information entropy was >0.6 or the standard deviation was >0.5 indicated that the signal was abnormal, and the opposite occurred for normal rainless days. e labels are shown in Table 1 .
e ideal RSL is a superposition of a stable signal level and randomly distributed stationary noise. e mean value of the RSL is always at a certain level. However, when analyzing the time-varying characteristics of the RSL under clear-sky conditions, the mean value of the RSL shows a significant change (Figure 2 ). In addition to rain, there are other factors that cause changes in the RSL. erefore, the RSL changes caused by precipitation need to be distinguished by the relative variation characteristics of the RSL. e data from the training set were normalized to obtain the relative change in the RSL within one day. When the length of the input data x is n, x is normalized as
e other set of inputs includes the standard deviation of the signal every 15 min. is was used as a measure of the relative mean disturbance over 15 min periods, and it was not normalized.
irty sets of two-dimensional data and their corresponding labels from 30 days were input into the LSTM network for training to obtain rainy/rainless-day classifiers. e data were trained 500 times with an accuracy rate of 100%. e accuracy and loss curves of the training data are shown in Figure 5 .
Twenty-two days of data in December were substituted into the rainy-day/rainless-day classifier generated by the LSTM network. e classification effect is shown in Figure 6 . e dark areas in the picture indicate rainy days. Labels 3 and 4 in the classification indicate rainy days. e classifier identified a total of 9 days with the label 4 and 1 day with the label 3. In reality, precipitation occurred on these ten days. In total, there were 11 real rain-free days, and the predicted result was 0 or 1. Only the rainy day on 26th December was incorrectly identified as label 2, and the classified results of the other 21 rainy/rainless days were correct. According to the data from the rain gauge on 26th December, there was light rain almost all day. e classifier judged it as label 2 (no rain and abnormal data), which may be because the occurrence of rain almost all day caused the signal to exhibit a specific characteristic almost the entire time, so the difference in signal change under the two different conditions of rainy/rainless was not obvious. Although it did not accurately judge whether it was rainy, the classifier accurately determined that the signal that day contained a large amount of information. In practical applications, the days marked as 2 by the classifier need special attention. Under normal conditions, for days with rain all day, the RSL on that day should show significant attenuation compared to the signal attenuation on the two days before and after that day. By comparing the attenuation difference, it may be possible to avoid missing rainy days.
Classification Results of Wet-Dry Periods of Rainy Days.
Rainy days can be identified by the classifier set up in the previous section. Next, the wet-dry classifiers for rainy days were set up on the premise of identifying rainy days, where rainy-day data were used. A time-series classifier that outputs precipitation information through a series of signals requires an increased time resolution.
is study mainly used the tipping bucket rainfall method to determine the precipitation period; however, the rain gauge had a limited rain rate resolution. e resolution of the tipping bucket rain gauge is limited to 6 mm/h as the instrument just records the number of tips every minute, with no information on when in that minute a specific tip occurred. Although the tipping bucket rain gauge can accurately record the cumulative precipitation, there is a limitation to identify the exact time that light rain occurred. Considering that the rain gauge is located at the receiving terminal, no rain measured by the rain gauge does not mean that the entire 19.74 km path is rain free, especially in the case of an extremely uneven spatial distribution of precipitation, and the time resolution of the signal data does not match the time resolution of the rain gauge data. To solve such problems, we set a certain length for the time window w. e rain gauge data R in the time window were averaged, and the length of the original rain gauge data was L:
where max represents the maximum function, R[t + 1, t + w] indicates the rain gauge data from t + 1 to t + w, and R w is the label of the input signal data. Eleven data signals were recorded per minute. e maximum RSL in the time window 11 × w was selected. e precipitation that occurred during the experiment was dominated by light rain. When w was less than 5, periods with rain rates less than 1 mm/h could not be identified. erefore, this study used 5, 10, and 15 min time windows for the analysis.
To judge the stability of the algorithm for constructing the wet-dry classifier, first, the November rainy-day RSLs and rainfall data were used as the training set to obtain the LSTM wet-dry classifiers with three time resolutions (5, 10, and 15 min). e December RSLs were used as test data to obtain the accuracies of the three classifiers on each day, where the results are shown in Figure 7(a) .
en, the 
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December data were used as the training set, and the classifiers were obtained at the three time resolutions. e wet-dry classification accuracy of the signal data in November was obtained, as shown in Figure 7(b) .
From an accuracy perspective, the classification effect of the classifier was shown to be ideal. Regardless of the resolution, the accuracy each day was higher than 60%, and the accuracies on some days were even higher than 98%. In terms of numerical values, different classifiers showed different effects for different rainy days.
e temporal characteristics of the signal were different on each day, so the responses of each signal to the classifier at each resolution were also different. Overall, excluding 11th November, the classifier with a time resolution of 15 min had no significant advantage, and the other days with higher accuracy levels always showed similar results in the other two classifiers. To visually analyze the effects of the three classifiers, a representative day was selected to discuss the time distributions of the RSL, the labels of the rain gauge, and the classified results (Figure 8 ). Rainy day Prediction Advances in Meteorologyresults during long periods are not detailed enough, and the effect is obviously not as good as that during the other two time windows. Comparing the two time windows of 10 and 5 min, the latter classifier has a tendency to identify the occurrence of precipitation in the absence of rain mistakenly. Although the classification accuracy rate is higher for the 5 min time window, the classifier with the 10 min time window can identify light rain attenuation and is not easily influenced by nonprecipitation factors in the dry period, which may be because of the limitations of the rain gauge. is classifier has no data under the condition that the average rain rate during one minute is less than 6 mm/h. Meanwhile, although there was no rain around the terminal's rain gauge, the 19.74 km path may have an uneven precipitation spatial distribution, especially for convective rainfall. Figures 8(c) and 8(d) show the results of the wet and dry period classification on 7th and 11th November using the classifier constructed with the December data. e classification results on 7th November are representative of most experimental data, and the classification effect on most days is similar. e resolution of the 15 min classifier is too low, and the 5 min classifier easily misjudges wet periods as dry periods. For intermittent precipitation, the 10 min time window classifier is clearly more realistic. Limited by the rain gauge resolution, extremely short intermittent dry periods classified by the rain gauge are very likely to be wet periods.
e classifier with the 10 min time window not only distinguishes continuous precipitation periods but also does not miss obvious dry periods. Data from 11th November represent a special case. In the case where the all-day rainfall is concentrated within one time period and the duration is short, the 15 min classifier has a relatively low resolution, but the classified result is not only higher in terms of accuracy but also more realistic. Short-term precipitation is more common with convective rainfall. In this case, the rainfall time period is short and concentrated, and the classifier also has the ability to distinguish dry periods between two concentrated short-term periods of precipitation.
In practical applications, when precipitation data are limited by the space-time resolution, the scale of the time window should be appropriately controlled. Convective precipitations are much more uneven in space and time, which reduces the accuracy of the classification algorithm. However, if the time window is too long, the resolution of the algorithm is constrained. erefore, the choice of the length of the time window is especially important for the classification algorithm described in this paper. e selection of the time window scale is affected by the frequency of the ML, the type of rainfall (convective rainfall or stratiform rainfall), the length of the ML, and the accuracies of the rain gauges. Under such circumstances, in practical operations, the results under multiple time windows should be compared. When the time distribution of rainfall is more concentrated, it seems that the classifier set up with a long time window is more reliable. For intermittent rainfall, it is more reasonable to use a shorter time window. To improve the temporal resolution of the algorithm, reliable and accurate rainfall data in the path are essential.
It is worth noting that we conducted experiments in the winter season when rainfall was light in Nanjing. e spatial and temporal distributions of rainfall may vary significantly in different seasons. For example, when there is heavy rain in summer, the rain-induced attenuation in the MLs would be substantial, and the temporal distribution of rainfall in the Meiyu rainy season would be significantly different. e RSLs of the MLs under the above conditions may have more complicated distributions. erefore, it is necessary to add data from different seasons to train the model, and different seasons may even be needed to construct different classifiers to improve the classified effect.
Conclusions
is study applied the C-band ML signal to construct two LSTM network classifiers. e RSLs were processed step by step to classify the dry and wet periods in the low-frequency band with noisy and unstable MLs. Additionally, a classification strategy for the signals of wet and dry periods with large disturbances and light rain attenuation was proposed. Finally, the influences of sampling periods with different time scales on the classification results were analyzed. Regardless of the time window scale, the accuracy of classification on each day was higher than 60%, and the accuracies on some days were even higher than 98%. e following conclusions were drawn from this study:
(1) MLs below 10 GHz have the potential to monitor ground rainfall. Although their resolutions are limited in areas with complex terrain and uneven climate condition distributions, under light rain conditions, it is possible to determine whether precipitation occurs within the ML. ese MLs also have some reference significance for the analysis of precipitation in twodimensional areas. e results of this study increase the amount of applicable equipment available for measuring precipitation via MLs. (2) is study analyzed the method for distinguishing between wet and dry periods with larger disturbances and irregular signals and determined certain reference significance for baseline estimation problems, such as baseline drift and precipitation inversion. Unstable signals within a certain degree of disturbance can also reflect precipitation information, further highlighting the potential to use MLs to measure precipitation. (3) is study divided the wet-dry classification into two steps: In the first step, although rainy-day identification for all-day precipitation is limited, overall, most types of rainy days can be identified. In the second step of the wet-dry classification, the accuracy is higher than 80% when selecting the appropriate time window. For short-term precipitation, increasing the scale of the time window appropriately can improve the classification results.
In the future, we will conduct experiments in different seasons to ensure the universality of the algorithm and 8
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